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Award for a Distinguished Contribution in Mass Spectrometry
Alvard Lecture: 8:00 am. Tuesdal-, N{a1'25
This Au'ard recognizes achievement in or contribution to fundamental or applied rnass
spectrometr\.. The 200.1 Ari'ard is presented to Michael T. Bou'ers. Professor of
Chemistrv at the Universitl' of California. Santa Barbara for his fundamental contribution
to ion-neutral collision theorl'. In the 1960s. the rate constants of many ion-molecule
reactions had been measured but there was no adequate theoretical treatment alailable u'ith
uhich to compare those t.neasurements. In 1973. a paper by Su and Bowers introduced the
Ayerage Dipole Orientation (ADO) theory that refined the original Langer"in and Locked-

Dipoie collision theolies and fielded an estimated collision rate udthin 109/o of rnan.v
experimentalll, detenr-rined values. This development of a rigorous collision theory'
allog'ed the calculation of accurate energy and angular momentum distributions for nen'I1'
formed collision compleres and further refinements provided explanation for the verl'
strong negative temperatule dependence of some reactions, allowing one to e\tract reaction
barrrer heights belon'the as)lnptotic reactron energy. Prof. Bowers'rvork has adl'anced

the prediction of gas-phase ion-molecule collisions from a qualitatir-e to a quantitati\e

ler,.el. has furnished the 1'aldstick b1' u,hich all such reaction rate constants are measured.
and has stin.rulated der-elopment of neu'experimental methods, including ion mobilitv mass
spectrometry. prof. Bowers has sen'ed the communitl, for man)' )'ears as Associate Editor of the Jotrrnal o.f the Anterican
ihernicol Sicietl, and as E,ditor of lhe Interttcttionol Jorrnctl o/'ffiass Spectrontetn. The au'ard was formallypresented Mait 25.
200'1 at the 52"" ASMS Conference on N1ass Spectrornetrr'.

The Biemann Medal
Award Lecture: 8:00 am, \\-ednesdalo \'Ia1'26

.
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The Biemann \,Iedal recognizes a significant achievement in basic or applied mass
spectrometry.made b1,an indiridual earl,v in his or her career. The award is presented in
honor of Professol Klaus Biemann and is endoil,ed by contributions from his students.
postdoctoral associates. and friends. The 2004 Medal is presented to John R. Yates,
III. Professor of Cell Biolo-e1. at the Scripps Research Institute, La Jolla. CA lor his
achiet ements and contributions to protein sequence analysis by tandem mass
spectrometr).. As a graduate student in Donald Hunt's laboratory at the Unil'ersitl' of
Virginia in the mid 1980s" John accon-rplished some of the first tandem mass
spectrometr\, determinations of protein sequence. Early in his independent career. John
pioneered the development of methods and software (SEQUEST) to search protein and
nucleotide databases u-ith tandern mass spectrometry data acquired on peptides
generated b1' enzl'matic digestion of proteins in complex mixtures. He first published
the methodologl.in JASN'IS rn 199.1 and received the Per Edman Arl'ard in 1998 for
outstanding contribtrtion to the development of methods for protein identification and
sequence ana11'sis. The approach is nou' used in hundreds of laboratories around the
u,or1d. -\Iore recenth.'. his laboratory has combined multidimensional liquid

chromatography with tandem mass spectrometr), to identifi' proteins in compleres and the proteins of u'hole cells. a method
enabled by the ability to use MS,MS data fol proteir.r identification. John serves as an Associate Editor of Anah'tical
Chemistrl,. The Medal was Dresented Mal'26. 20011 at the 52"" ASN{S Conference on Mass Spectrometry.

52"d ASMS Conference on Mass Spectrometrl

